
CS_270: Algorithms Lab classes - Week 7 Dr Oliver Kullmann

In the lab-classes this week we experiment withbinary search and lists.

Update the environment: Update the repository via

git pull

or, if you didn’t create it before, create a (new) clone by

git clone git://github.com/OKullmann/CS-242-Algorithms.git

Change to the subdirectory for week 7:

cd ~/CS-242-Algorithms/201314/Week07/

Basic setup:

1. You investigate binary search, either on paper and/or looking into the programBinarySearch.java.

2. Then you investigate the linked-list implementationList.java.

3. Finally, if there is enough time, you implement aStack-class via the classList.

1 Understanding binary search

1. First revise the binary-search algorithm, either from the script (see the course homepage if needed),
or from the implementationBinarySearch.java.

2. Consider the array(3, 6, 8, 12, 20, 23, 45, 59, 66, 77, 100).

(a) How many equality-comparisons (that’s the instructionif (A[mid] == x)) are needed to
search for element12, and how many less-than comparisons (that’s the instructionif (A[mid]

< x)) ?

To answer that question, show the trace of the variablesbegin, mid, end during the execution
of the functionbinary_search. For that you can either perform the algorithm on paper, or you
can add print-statements toBinarySearch.java (or you can do both).

(b) Same question when searching for101.

2 Understanding linked lists

1. Read the fileList.java, and understand the code for the functions.

2. What is the point of the two overloaded versions of theinsert-function?

3. Understand, line for line, the output produced by themain-function.

4. Add code to create the list(1, 2, 3, 4) (in that order; print the resulting list withshow). Now add the
element5 to the end of that list (for that you need to create the node by hand, and relink the pointers
by hand). Repeat that process, adding element6 to the end (so the final result ofshow should be “1 2
3 4 5 6”).



3 Implementing stacks via linked lists

1. Implement aStack-class (in fileStack.java) based on theList-class, just considering the four
standard stack-operations. (A solution is provided inSolution/Stack.java.)


